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ABSTRACT 

This report gives an extensive review on the overall project works which 

include background of study, problem statement, significance of study, 

objectives and scope of work, literature review, methodology, and results and 

discussion. The introduction section describes the overview of natural gas 

hydrates as pipeline plugging and the importance of hydrate monitoring method. 

The critical problem associated with injecting thermodynamic inhibitors to 

prevent hydrate formation is adequate amount of thermodynamic inhibitors to 

ensure the operating conditions falls out of the hydrate stability zone and at the 

same time optimize the operating costs. The primary objective of this project is 

to determine the suitable operating pressure and temperature limits for 

deepwater fields producing 50 - 65 mole percent of methane (C~) using 

Freezing Point Depression method. The literature review section provides the 

theoretical aspect of the work and some correlations that will be used in 

accordance to the FPD method. The methodology section discusses the work 

need to be done to accomplish the project objectives. There are 3 main tasks in 

this work which are experimental, correlations and simulation. The experimental 

procedures and the prototype equipment used will be discussed at length in 

Chapter 3. Results from experimental work and correlations are presented in the 

Chapter 4. These experimental data showed high degree of precision which 

indicates that this method is applicable and practical. The hydrate phase 

boundary obtained using the correlations are presented in the same chapter. 

These results are compared with simulation results using PVT -sim. The overall 

outcome of the project is a graphical representation of the suitable operating 

conditions for reservoir fluid composed of 50 - 65 mol% of methane. The 

limitations of the prototype equipment will also be discussed in the same 

chapter. All of the information provided in this report is concluded in the 

conclusion section. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND STUDY 

In the mid 1930's, Hammerschmidt (1939) discovered natural gas hydrates as 

pipeline plugs or as a flow assurance problem in the oil and gas industry. He 

determined that hydrates were blocking gas transmission lines, frequently at 

temperatures above the ice point. This discovery was pivotal in causing a more 

pragmatic interest in gas hydrates, and shortly thereafter led to the regulation of the 

water content in natural gas pipelines (Sloan, 1998). The detection of hydrates in 

pipelines is a milestone marking both the importance of hydrates to industry and the 

beginning of the modern research era. 

Hydrate formation and accumulation in pipelines and surface facilities may 

lead to interruption of production which can be considered a significant economic 

risk to the industry. Further plugging could also result in damage to facilities and risk 

personnel safety. According to Chatti and co-workers, the plug formed from hydrates 

can also behave as a projectile that destroys the pipe when pressure difference 

between the upstream and downstream sections increases (Chatti et al, 2005). These 

major consequences have increased the significance of hydrate monitoring to the oil 

and gas industry. There are few methods available for hydrate monitoring which 

include Freezing Point Depression, Conductivity-Velocity and Water Activity 

(Najibi et al., 2006; Mohamrnadi et al, 2007a, b). 
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Hydrate monitoring methods can be done in laboratory experiments to 

determine the hydrate safety margin. Hydrate monitoring is usually applied in 

conjunction with deepwater production operations and natural gas transmission using 

deepwater pipelines. The current research trend has started to focus on hydrate 

monitoring methods as online applications whereby these methods can be done from 

time to time. 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The primary purpose of hydrate monitoring is to predict the adequate amount 

of thermodynamic inhibitors to be injected into the system to prevent hydrate 

formation and accumulation. Hydrate monitoring is also important to minimize 

inhibition cost and ensure environmental safety. As far as the world is concern, 

injecting excessive inhibitor will increase operations cost and causes significant 

effect to the environment. It must also important to note that, under-inhibited system 

will cause the hydrate to form at the walls and resulting in a much greater effect than 

not injecting inhibitor at all (Sloan, 1998). 

The reservoir flnid composition of reservoir and the operation pressure and 

temperature changes from time to time thus affecting the degree of inhibition 

required. Some production operators tend to inject up to 50 wt% of methanol into the 

system as hydrate prevention method without prediction of the required adequate 

amount. This may result in excess chemical injected and thus increase operational 

cost. It should be noted that with a proper prediction method, we could possibly 

prevent hydrate formation, minimize operational cost and reduce environmental 

effect. 

In some cases where there is high risk of hydrate formation due to the pressure 

and temperature conditions, the usage of thermodynamic inhibitors to shift hydrate 
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phase boundary is not economical. Up to 60 wt% of inhibitors need to be injected to 

assure that the production is carried out outside the hydrate stability zone. 

Currently, there are limited techniques which can be used to monitor hydrate in 

the pipeline to ensure sufficient volume of thermodynamic inhibitor is injected into 

the system. There are plenty correlations developed by researchers in their literature, 

but most of them are theoretical or empirical equations which have limited 

applicability. In this work, a physical (experimental) technique with a reliable 

correlation is used as a method for hydrate monitoring. 

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

This study integrates experimental, correlations and simulation work to 

achieve its objectives. A case study is being done with two reservoir data which 

include produced water sample composition and reservoir fluid composition. Based 

on the case study done using these data from Field A and Field B, hydrate phase 

boundary curve can be determined for reservoir producing moderate amount of 

methane. Apart from the natural inhibition of salt content in the produced water, the 

effect of injecting thermodynamic inhibitors will be studied as to provide more 

flexible conditions for the operation. The hydrate phase boundary curve for 

uninhibited and inhibited system together with operational pressure and temperature 

data is used to predict hydrate formation in deepwater operations. The outcome of 

the study can also be used as a baseline for predicting hydrate phase boundary in 

deepwater operations. The correlations and simulation used in this study can be used 

to compare the results from the experiments. This study is significant to the oil and 

gas industry in providing a proper method of predicting hydrate phase boundary for 

hydrate monitoring. 
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